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The 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of linear C8H/C8D and C10H/C10D has been detected in the gas
phase. The carbon radical chains were produced at low temperatures in a pulsed slit nozzle,
incorporating a discharge in a high pressure expansion. Cavity ring down spectroscopy is used as a
sensitive technique to observe the band systems in absorption. The 0 00 band of the
2
P 3/2←X 2 P 3/2 electronic transition of C8H in the gas phase has its origin near 15 973.5 cm21,
whereas that of C10H is around 14 000 cm21. Some transitions involving vibrational excitation in
the upper 2 P electronic state have been also detected. These measurements were undertaken
because carbon chains are among the appealing candidates as carriers of diffuse interstellar bands;
the observed origin bands do not show matches with the hitherto reported wavelengths. However,
these gas phase data now provide a firm basis for a specific astronomical search. © 1998 American
Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!00934-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the present experiment cavity ring down spectroscopy
is combined with a supersonic plasma generated in a slit
nozzle expansion. Cavity ring down spectroscopy has important advantages compared with conventional absorption techniques. Both the immunity to pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in
the laser power and the very long absorption pathlengths that
are obtained by confining a light pulse in an optical cavity,
make this technique ideal to study molecules that are hard to
generate in large abundances. Since its introduction in 1988
~Ref. 17! the technique has been applied in many different
fields, varying from trace gas detection and combustion processes to cell discharges and molecular beam expansions.18
Both pulsed and cw lasers, as well as narrow band and polychromatic light sources have been used successfully, showing the strength of cavity ring down as a spectroscopic technique ~see, e.g., Refs. 19–21!. The combination with a
supersonic slit nozzle discharge is new.
Supersonic slit nozzle expansions are standardly used for
the investigation of weakly bound molecular complexes.22 In
recent years much effort has been put in combining this
method with plasma techniques.23 Intense beams of rotationally cold radicals,23 ions,24 and ionic complexes25 have been
spectroscopically observed. Here a pulsed source has been
used, based on the principle described,23 but which is substantially modified in order to generate larger carbon species
in detectable amounts.

It has long been the aim to obtain gas phase electronic
spectra of carbon chains. First results were obtained for the
anions C2
2n11 (n52 – 5) using resonance enhanced multiphoton electron detachment, though the bands were all
broad.1,2 A systematic search in the gas phase became possible after the electronic transitions of several carbon chains
were identified in 5 K neon matrices.3 On the basis of these
data the electronic spectra of carbon chain anions C2
n
~n54,6–8,10! ~Refs. 4–6! and C14H2 ~Ref. 7! could be detected in the gas phase. Similarly, guided by the observation
in a neon matrix the 2 P←X 2 P band system of the linear
carbon radical C6H was detected by cavity ringdown spectroscopy in a discharge cell8 and subsequently, rotationally
resolved, in a supersonic jet.7 It has now proven possible to
observe the origin bands of the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transitions of C8H and C10H in the gas phase.
These spectra are especially of interest from an astrophysical point of view. It is argued that carbon chains may
play a role as possible carriers of some of the diffuse interstellar bands.9,10 The first experimental indication of this
came from observations of the electronic absorption spectra
of mass-selected carbon species in neon matrices.11 Coincidences between laboratory data and diffuse interstellar band
wavelengths have recently been found for vibrational bands
in the A 2 P u ←X 2 P g electronic transition of C2
7 in the gas
phase.7 Following the laboratory detection of the rotational
spectra of long cyano-polyacetylenes and highly unsaturated
carbon chains in their ground states by microwave
spectroscopy,12 several carbon species, including C8H, have
been identified by radio astronomy in dark interstellar clouds
and circumstellar shells.13 It is expected that long nonpolar
pure carbon chains are also present in the interstellar medium
and, so far, C3 and C5 have been identified near carbon rich
stars.14 In the laboratory, rotationally resolved infrared spectra of linear carbon chains Cn (n54 – 7,9,11,13) have been
reported.15,16
0021-9606/98/109(10)/3819/5/$15.00

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup consists of a standard cavity ring
down unit sampling the plasma generated in a pulsed supersonic slit jet expansion. The latter is located in a vacuum
chamber that is evacuated by a roots blower system. The
orifice of the nozzle comprises a ceramic insulator, metal
plate, second insulator, and two sharp stainless steel jaws
that form the actual slit (30 mm3300 m m). A pulsed valve
with a 2 mm diam orifice is mounted on top of the body and
controls the gas flow into the system. Typically, gas mixtures
3819
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of 0.2% C2H2 or C2D2 in Ar with backing pressures of 11
bar are used. A pulsed negative voltage ~150 ms, 2800 to
21200 V! is applied to both jaws via two separate 4 kV
ballast resistors and the discharge strikes to the grounded
inner metal plate. The geometry of the orifice is such that the
discharge is confined upstream of the supersonic expansion.
This results in an efficient cooling as the localized discharge
before the expansion does not interfere with the subsequent
cooling in the expansion.
The whole experiment runs at 30 Hz. A master trigger is
sent to a delay generator from which the laser, gas valve, and
discharge are triggered independently. The signal is displayed on a fast oscilloscope and the ring down times of 45
laser shots are averaged at each wavelength before the digitized data are downloaded to a computer.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 2 P←X 2 P electronic spectra of C8H and C10H
were initially identified in absorption in a 5 K neon matrix
using mass selection.26 Data on isoelectronic species and carbon chains of comparable length, HC6H1 ~Ref. 27! and
C6H, 8 indicate that the matrix spectra are 120– 150 cm21
red-shifted of the gas phase value due to solvation. For C8H
accurate ground state constants are available from microwave work.28

FIG. 1. Origin band of the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of C8H ~a! and
C8D ~c!, observed by cavity ring down spectroscopy in a pulsed slit jet
plasma. The different intensity ratio of the C8H and C8D bands relative to
the sharp absorption lines ~which originate most likely from C2! are due to
different expansion conditions. ~b! shows a simulation of the C8H spectrum
for T rot515 K ~bold line! and T rot550 K ~dotted line!, using for the ground
state the constants determined by microwave spectroscopy ~Ref. 28! and
A 8 5236.8 cm21. The inset shows the simulation for T rot550 K, assuming
the band near 15 991 cm21 to be a sequence transition of the lowest frequency bending mode.

A. C8H and C8D

1. Origin band

The origin band (0 00 ) of the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of C8H is located at 15 844 cm21 in a neon matrix.
Thus it was anticipated that in the gas phase this band will lie
between 15 965 and 15 995 cm21. Indeed absorption signals
were found in this region. Spectra shown in Fig. 1 were
obtained in acetylene or dideuteroacetelyne-argon plasmas.
The spectrum recorded with the C2H2 /Ar mixture shows a
strong feature centered around 15 973.5 cm21 that exhibits a
double band structure resembling an unresolved P and R
branch structure and a weak feature at 15 991 cm21. The
blue shift of the strong band relative to the neon matrix value
is roughly 130 cm21, which is comparable to the 143 cm21
shift found for the 2 P←X 2 P transition of the isoelectronic
HC8H1. 3 The strong and weak bands shift in the gas phase
by 30.5 and 29.3 cm21 to the blue @Fig. 1~c!# upon going
from C8H to C8D, which matches the shift of 2965 cm21
found in the neon matrix experiment.29 The uncertainty in
the matrix data, which can become as large as 10 cm21, is
due to the broadness of the bands.
The structural parameters of C8H in its ground electronic
state are known from microwave spectroscopy.28 As for all
the Cn H species with n.4 the ground state of C8H has 2 P
symmetry. For the even species, C2n H, this state is inverted,
i.e., the V5 23 spin–orbit component lies lower in energy
than V5 21 . One expects to observe two components in the
electronic spectrum, separated by the difference of the spin–
orbit constants u A 8 – A 9 u , consisting of P, R and a weak Q
branch, as it was observed for C6H. 7 The relative intensity of

the spin–orbit components is strongly influenced by the
value of A 9 , because of the low rotational temperatures in
the jet, approximately 10–50 K.
In case of C6H both 2 P 1/2←X 2 P 1/2 and
2
P 3/2←X 2 P 3/2 band systems were observed, though the
former one is weaker.7 The analysis of the rotationally resolved spectrum showed that A 8 .A 9 . For C8H only one
band is clearly visible, the second one being relatively weak
@inset of Fig. 1~a!#. The latter shows a strange pattern which
is caused by the overlap of absorption lines of a pure carbon
species, most likely C2, as can be concluded from the spectrum obtained in the C2D2 /Ar plasma. The corresponding
band for C8D, partially covered with other lines as well, is
shown in the inset of Fig. 1~c!. It appears logical at a first
view to assign the strong band to the V5 23 and the weak one
to the V5 21 component in analogy to C6H. A ‘‘spin–orbit
temperature’’ of about 15 K in the plasma is estimated from
the relative intensities of the components, using
A 9 5219.33 cm21. 28 It is expected that in supersonic rare
gas expansions the spin–orbit and rotational cooling is
comparable.30
Although spectroscopy in slit nozzle expansions is
nearly Doppler free, rotational structure is not resolved in the
C8H spectrum due to the bandwidth of the laser (0.15 cm21).
Therefore, the rotational profile was simulated @Fig. 1~b!,
bold line#. The constants determined by microwave spectroscopy for the X 2 P ground state were used. The calculated
profile was compared to the observed spectrum, with B 8 , A 8 ,
and n 00(V5 23 ) as parameters. The temperature was kept
fixed to the derived 15 K, assuming an efficient spin–orbit
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FIG. 2. Origin band of the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of C8H ~top
trace! and C8D ~bottom trace!, detected by cavity ring down spectroscopy in
a liquid nitrogen cooled hollow cathode discharge cell (T rot'150 K).

cooling to take place. The separation and relative intensities are best fitted with n 00515 973.5(2) cm21,
A 8 5236.8(2) cm21, and B 8 within 1% of the B 9 value.
However, the band shape is not reproduced correctly. As can
be seen from comparing Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! the rotational
contour is considerably narrower in the simulation than in
the observed spectrum. This may be explained by the effect
that in jet expansions higher rotational levels cool less efficiently than the lower ones, yielding different temperature
regimes for the rotational levels.31 However, the rotational
profile of the strong band is better simulated with 50 K @dotted line, Fig. 1~b!#; both the line shapes and the Boltzmann
maxima are in much better agreement, but now the relative
intensity of the spin–orbit components is wrong.
In order to have an additional check on the behavior of
the weak component a spectrum was recorded in a pulsed
hollow cathode discharge cell cooled by liquid nitrogen. In
such a setup rotational temperatures around 150 K were inferred from the electronic spectrum of C6H. 8 The present
spectra recorded with mixtures of 1% C2H2 and C2D2 in He
~600 V, 1.5 A, 60 ms pulses! are shown in Figs. 2~a! and
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2~b!. Some weaker bands arise from other carbon species,
because no significant shift is observed upon deuteration.
The two main features seen in the slit jet are present, as well
as additional bands, caused by the higher rotational, vibrational and translational temperatures that are typical for discharge cells. Under these conditions the spectrum can become congested by vibrational hot and sequence bands, as
was the case for C6H. 8 The effect of less efficient cooling in
the cell is also visible from the shift of the Boltzmann distribution to higher J-values. The band around 15 991 cm21 is
now stronger @Fig. 2~a!#, but at T rot5150 K nearly equal intensities are expected for the two spin–orbit components.
Unless the spin–orbit and rotational temperature are
quite different, then the jet and cell observations suggest a
different assignment of the 15 991 cm21 band, i.e., to sequence transition~s!. Seven degenerate bending modes of
C8H have been calculated to lie in the 60– 600 cm21 range.32
The lowest frequency bending mode near 62 cm21 has a
population of about 15% relative to the n 50 level for temperatures of 50 K and 55% at 150 K, which is close to the
observed band intensity ratios. At 150 K the other low lying
bending modes can reach populations up to 20%, which may
explain some of the additional bands observed in Fig. 3. This
analysis implies that the second spin–orbit component is hidden under the strong band, yielding u A 8 – A 9 u ,1.5 cm21, because for larger differences the asymmetry in the
2
P 3/2←X 2 P 3/2 band should have been observed. The weak
band near 15 991 cm21 could then be a sequence transition
of the '62 cm21 bending mode. This gives a reasonable
intensity ratio as shown in the simulation @inset of Fig. 1~b!#.
However, at this stage it is not possible to locate unambiguously the origin band of the V5 21 component.
2. 301 and 501 bands

In the C8H absorption spectrum recorded in the neon
matrix, transitions to several vibrationally excited levels in
the upper 2 P electronic state have been detected.26 The
single excitation of the n 3 and n 5 totally symmetric stretch-

FIG. 3. Vibronic band involving the n 3 totally symmetric stretching mode in the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of C8H ~top trace! and C8D ~bottom trace!. The
sharp lines arise from the C2 d 3 P g ←a 3 P u Swan system and vary in intensity in both figures due to different
expansion conditions.
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TABLE I. Gas phase data on the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of C8H/C8D. The estimated band origin is
given for the 0 00 transition, whereas for the other vibrational bands the maximum of the contour is listed. The
values observed in a neon matrix are given for comparison. All frequencies are in vacuum wave numbers.
2

P←X 2 P

Gas phase
V

C8H

C8D

0 00
3 10
5 01
0 00
3 10
5 10

3
2

3
2

n

Interval

15 973.5~2!
18 051.1~5!
17 564.7~5!
16 004.0~3!
18 077.8~5!
17 596.3~3!

0
2077.6
1591.2
0
2073.8
1592.3

Neon matrix
Cn H→Cn D

n

Interval

30.5
26.7
31.6

15 844~5!a
17 914~5!b
17 450~5!a
15 873~5!c
17 937~5!c
17 477~5!c

0
2070
1606
0
2064
1604

Cn H→Cn D

n gas2 n matrix
(65 cm21)

29
23
27

130
137
115
131
141
119

a

Reference 26.
Reanalyzed data from Ref. 26.
c
Reference 29.
b

ing modes—3 10 and 5 10 —have been located at 2070 and
1606 cm21 to higher energy of the V5 23 origin band. The
maximum of these bands is found in the gas phase around
18 051 and 17 565 cm21, which corresponds to vibrational
frequencies of '2078 and 1591 cm21, respectively. The 3 10
and 5 10 bands of C8D have been observed as well. The shifts
going from C8H to C8D in the gas phase match well the
matrix data.29 In Fig. 3 the 3 10 band of the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of C8H and C8D is shown. Other bands that
were found in the solid neon environment are below the
detection limit of the cavity ring down setup. The observed
gas phase transitions are listed in Table I.
B. C10H and C10D: Origin and 3 10 band

bands do not coincide with wavelengths of published diffuse
interstellar bands.33 The 0 00 band (V5 23 ) of C8H is far away
from any listed DIB. The origin band of C10H is close to a
broad DIB positioned at 14 005.7 cm21 and the 3 10 transition
matches a DIB listed as probable at 16 083.8 cm21. The latter two DIBs, however, have quite different half-widths and
equivalent strengths, which makes it unlikely that they originate from the same carrier. Nevertheless, the availability of
the gas phase data open the way to specific astronomical
searches.
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The 0 00 band of the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of
C10H has been observed in a neon matrix at 13 848 cm21. 26
In the slit jet experiment the origin band has its maximum at
14 000 cm21 for C10H and at 14 020 cm21 for C10D ~Fig. 4!,
shifted by approximately 150 cm21 to the blue of the neon
matrix values ~Table II!. The isotopic shift going from C10H
to C10D is 20 cm21, close to the (1864) cm21 shift found in
a 5 K neon matrix.29 The observed band is assumed to be of
the V5 23 component. The width of the band is approximately 5 cm21 which is slightly larger than for C8H. Up to
now no microwave constants of C10H have been published.
A simulation of the rotational band profile, in view of the
poor signal to noise ratio and anticipated presence of overlapping vibrational sequences, was not possible.
The 3 10 transition in the 2 P←X 2 P band system has
been located in the neon matrix at 15 945 cm21 for C10H and
at 15 960 cm21 for C10D. 26,29 Transitions to other vibrationally excited levels in the upper electronic 2 P state only
show moderate intensity. In the gas phase spectrum, the
maximum of the 3 10 band of C10D is found around
16 102 cm21. The corresponding spectrum of C10H shows
two bands, one around 16 075 cm21, the other around
16 084 cm21. Comparing gas and neon frequency values,
suggests that the latter one is more likely to be the 3 10 transition.
IV. ASTROPHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES

As was concluded earlier for C6H, 8 also in the case of
the P←X 2 P transition of C8H and C10H, the V5 23 origin
2

FIG. 4. Origin band of the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of C10H ~top
trace! and C10D ~bottom trace!.
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TABLE II. Gas phase data on the 2 P←X 2 P electronic transition of C10H/C10D ~maximum of bands! and
those in a neon matrix. All frequencies are in vacuum wave numbers.
2

P←X 2 P

Gas phase
V

C10H

0 00
3 10

3
2

C10D

0 00
3 10

3
2

n

Interval

14 000~1!
16 084~2!
16 075~2!
14 020~1!
16 102~1!

0
2084
2075
0
2082

Neon matrix
Cn H→Cn D

20
18–27

n

Interval

13 848~4!a
15 945~4!a

0
2097

13 866~4!b
15 960~4!b

0
2094

Cn H→Cn D

n gas2 n matrix
(65 cm21)

18
15

152
139
130
154
142

a

Reference 26.
Reference 29.

b
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